Case studies

Craigs Investment Partners

Auckland, New Zealand

SIZE

26,900 sqft
2,500 sqm

INDUSTRY

Finance

SERVICES

Design

Delivery

We brought Craigs Investment Partners into the future with an activity
based workplace that welcomes and inspires its people and clients.
Craigs Investment Partners is a specialist
private wealth investment manager, with
a broad range of portfolio management,
broking services and saving solutions.
They engaged Unispace to transform
their existing space in Auckland to a bright,
flexible and open environment to welcome
their clients and inspire their team.
With sweeping harbour views, the design
aesthetic plays to the New Zealand
landscape, with warm, rich colour tones
and timber finishes throughout, providing a
stylish, elegant look.
Team members and clients are welcomed
into the new look front of house area which
frames the views below. A bespoke fabric
paneled operable wall is adjacent to the
boardroom, offering the flexibility to open
up for client events and conferences when
needed.
We reconfigured the existing space to
maximise exposure to natural light within
the workplace through glass partitions and
clever space planning.

Supporting wellbeing, the staff breakout
is also complemented by the panoramic
backdrop for team members to enjoy.
Sit-to-stand workstations promote
movement and a range of ABW facilities
enable variety and choice, including stand
up meeting rooms, focus booths and
client facing meeting rooms supported by
integrated technology. Different rooms
display local art, with a mix of materials
and finishes selected to offer a unique
personality to different spaces, supporting
the behaviours intended there.
Our Delivery team ensured minimal
disruption to daily operations through
careful planning and programming,
delivering the project on time and within
budget. Working hand in hand, our
Design and Delivery teams successfully
transformed Craigs Investment Partners
into a flexible, bright and stylish workplace
for team members and clients to enjoy.

